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Abstract

Yandex is the largest search engine in Russia, similar to Google in the United States . This 



short ebook documents continuing crimes from the Clowns, Idiots, and Assholes (CIA), that 
they are hacking and manipulating Yandex search results to install malware on computers.  
The Clowns have established fake ebook websites that do not show in search results for 
Google or Bing, and are specifically providing fake links to the ebooks of Richard Lighthouse. 
Numerous screens shots are provided showing the fake websites which have been set up, 
and the search results from Yandex. Most of these fake websites originated after 18 January 
2017, when an editorial in Pravda appeared with a quote from Richard Lighthouse.  These 
fake websites are a violation of copyright laws as well as Felony Fraud.  No other organization
or group has any reason to target my ebooks in Russia, and only the CIA and NSA could 
arrange such a large disinformation campaign.  These government criminals swore an oath to
protect and defend the U.S. Constitution, and now they lie in courtrooms to hide their criminal 
activity.

Here are the licensed distributors for my ebooks, that I am aware of:  Barnes & Noble, 
Amazon, Lulu, Kobo, Apple, Inktera, Baker & Taylor Blio, Library Direct, OverDrive, Scribd, 
cloudLibrary, Gardners Extended Retail, Yuzu, Tolino, Odilo, Gardners Library, 
AngusRobertson, Rakuten.JP, and Fnac

For a complete list of my published ebooks, see “Ebooks published on Smashwords and Lulu 
by Richard Lighthouse;” ISBN 9781370721948.

Introduction

Yandex is a search engine based in Russia that provides search results in Russian and other 
languages.  It is popular in Russia, primarily because of the language used.  Since 2012, this 
author has been stalked and harassed by the criminals of the CIA, because of the technical 
information that I have published, which the government would prefer to keep secret. Readers
are encouraged to review some of the murders which have been committed by the CIA and 
FBI, some of which are scientists and engineers such as Dr Eugene Mallove, Stan Meyers, T. 
Henry Moray, Phil Schneider, and his many coworkers.  Also on the murder list are journalists 
Gary Webb and Michael Hastings.  A more complete list is provided in the appendix.  

Quoted in Pravda, the official government newspaper in Russia, 18 January 2017:
http://www.pravdareport.com/opinion/columnists/18-01-2017/136653-open_letter_trump-0

"And, information that seems much stranger than fiction is covered in books and videos such 
as "Targeted Individuals" by Richard Lighthouse. This book describes modern-day 
sophisticated attacks against individuals which experts say can cause heart failure and other 
fatal or debilitating results. Lighthouse bases his book on information and testimony from such
investigators as Dr. Barrie Trower, retired British military scientist, author Dr. John Hall M.D., 
and Oxford-educated scientist, Dr. Katherine Horton, among others. NSA whistleblowers 
William Binney and Kirk Weibe recently announced their support for "Targeted Individuals."  In
other words, there are more ways to hurt or kill a President or political leader than by a bullet."

The official newspaper is a government bureaucracy.  It took weeks for the Pravda article to 
go through internal approvals and edits, so the CIA had plenty of time to develop a plan for 

http://www.pravdareport.com/opinion/columnists/18-01-2017/136653-open_letter_trump-0


disinformation.  This is not a trivial article – it is an open letter from the Russian government to
newly-elected President Trump.

A Yandex search provide links to ebooks by “Richard Lighthouse.”  Unfortunately, most of 
these search results are links to spyware.  This is quite deliberate.  Some of the screen shots 
of Yandex search results:

Figure 1.  Yandex search results in Russia – None of these websites are licensed distributors 
for my ebooks.  This is fraud and a copyright violation.  Google and Bing do not show these 
links, and it appears that the content contains malware. Typical of the CIA and NSA.  When 
links are provided for my ebooks, the file sizes are 20 MB to 60 MB and my original ebooks 
are usually less than 1 MB.  Obviously malware or spyware.



Figure 2.  The page of search results – only one link is a licensed distributor – kobo.com
All of the others are bogus websites or provide a link which downloads malware or spyware.



Figure 3.  The ebook sites are fake.



Figure 4.  All of these websites are fake or have been hacked and altered.  A Google search 
does not show most of them.



Figure 5.  All of these websites are fake or hacked, except barnesandnoble.com



Figure 6.  All of these are malware sites except PoetrySalzburg.com.  Google search cannot 
find most of these.



Figure 7.  This is supposedly a Russian website with a bold statement claiming they are not 
violating copyright.  (Legitimate ebook sites don't need this statement.)  Note the add date: 11 
January 2017 – which is days before the article appears in Pravda.  The CIA knew that the 
article would be published and this posting was part of their disinformation campaign.  It took 
weeks for the Pravda article to go through internal approvals and edits, so the CIA had plenty 
of time.



Figure 8.  This website provides a link to one of my ebooks, but then checks your IP location 
and redirects you to an error page if you are located outside of Russia.  Clearly targeting 
Russians and using my ebook titles as “bait.”  Google could not find any domain with this 
name.



Figure 9.  Yandex has search results that Google cannot find?  No results for 
republicrestaurant.us  -  why would a restaurant publish ebooks about Elementary Particles?  
Clearly, this website is owned by the government criminals or hacked and used by them.  Or 
maybe the government criminals are blocking the search results of Google?  Either way, it is 
not a licensed distributor for my ebooks.  Google has the fastest and most extensive search 
and crawl techniques in the search engine business.  If Google can't find it – it is blocked or 
hidden.



Figure 10. This is not a licensed distributor for my ebooks.  And the file size is significantly 
larger than the document that I published.  Probably malware or spyware.



Figure 11.  Again, this looks legitimate, but is not a licensed distributor.  Note the file size of 49
MB.  This is substantially larger than the 1 MB ebook that I published.  Probably spyware.

Figure 12.  nightlands.us  -  this is the Homepage.  Does this look like a legitimate website?  
See the next Figure – Google can't find it either.



Figure 13.  Google can't find nightlands.us with any reference to Richard Lighthouse.  But 
Yandex in Russia has it.

Figure 14.  pdf-sarah1 – Google can't find anything on that website with Richard Lighthouse.  
So why does Yandex have it?  Again, Google has the fastest and most extensive search and 
crawl techniques in the search engine business.  If Google can't find it – it is blocked or 
hidden.



Figure 15.  The Bing search engine can't find these CIA websites either.  No results for 
pdfcodespace.com with Richard Lighthouse.

So how do we know that the CIA is behind these criminal enterprises?   Because according to
Presidential Executive Order 12333, only the CIA may authorize and act on foreign 
intelligence.  The NSA may be helping, but the decisions are made by the CIA.

The CIA and FBI “are behind most, if not all terrorism.”  - Ted Gunderson, former FBI Chief.

The Clowns, Idiots, and Assholes have also been hacking and altering the Linkedin.com 
search results.  Notice this screen shot below where I entered a search for “UCLA physics 
students” - and 2 of the first 3 search results are people in Iran.  There is nothing wrong about
communicating with people in Iran, but in this case the government criminals are trying to 
generate false information to justify their hacking and targeting of this author.  This is not 
something new – it is standard procedure for the government criminals of the CIA and FBI.  
See the related news stories below, where the FBI and CIA routinely set up fake “crimes.”



Figure 16.  Note this is a search for “UCLA physics students”  and 2 of the first 3 results are 
people in Iran.  Another hacking and setup by the government criminals.  These search 
results, in this order are mathematically improbable, and nearly impossible.



Figure 17.  Again, note the prominence of people in Iran for this search.  This is 
mathematically improbable and not mere coincidence.

Readers are encouraged to review the numerous instances where the FBI has set up fake 
“crimes” and foiled their own terrorist plots:

Why Does the FBI Have to Manufacture its Own Plots if Terrorism and ISIS Are Such Grave 
Threats?
https://theintercept.com/2015/02/26/fbi-manufacture-plots-terrorism-isis-grave-threats/

FBI Celebrates Foiling Its Own Terror Plot, Again
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/13263-fbi-celebrates-foiling-its-own-
terror-plot-again

Ecoterrorist set up by the FBI and the FBI lied in court
https://theintercept.com/2015/11/19/an-fbi-informant-seduced-eric-mcdavid-into-a-bomb-plot-
then-the-government-lied-about-it/

FBI Admits Elite FBI Forensic Unit Lied In Court For Decades
http://www.mintpressnews.com/fbi-admits-elite-fbi-forensic-unit-lied-in-court-for-
decades/204573/

Federal Court Rebukes FBI For Lying to The Court About Surveillance Records

https://www.forbes.com/sites/benkerschberg/2011/05/05/federal-court-rebukes-fbi-for-lying-to-
the-court-about-surveillance-records

Also see:  Edwin Wilson (framed for murder), Captain Mark Richards  (framed for murder)
FBI and CIA agents routinely frame people for crimes, to cover up the government's criminal 
activity.

Conclusions

No other organization or group has any reason to target my ebooks in Russia.  Only the CIA 
and NSA could arrange such a large disinformation campaign.  It must be something very 
valuable they are trying to hide.  Here is my opinion of what they are trying to hide:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/benkerschberg/2011/05/05/federal-court-rebukes-fbi-for-lying-to-the-court-about-surveillance-records
https://www.forbes.com/sites/benkerschberg/2011/05/05/federal-court-rebukes-fbi-for-lying-to-the-court-about-surveillance-records
http://www.mintpressnews.com/fbi-admits-elite-fbi-forensic-unit-lied-in-court-for-decades/204573/
http://www.mintpressnews.com/fbi-admits-elite-fbi-forensic-unit-lied-in-court-for-decades/204573/
https://theintercept.com/2015/11/19/an-fbi-informant-seduced-eric-mcdavid-into-a-bomb-plot-then-the-government-lied-about-it/
https://theintercept.com/2015/11/19/an-fbi-informant-seduced-eric-mcdavid-into-a-bomb-plot-then-the-government-lied-about-it/
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/13263-fbi-celebrates-foiling-its-own-terror-plot-again
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/13263-fbi-celebrates-foiling-its-own-terror-plot-again
https://theintercept.com/2015/02/26/fbi-manufacture-plots-terrorism-isis-grave-threats/


1)  The CIA's murder of 3000 people in the World Trade Center on 9-11  (see my ebook 
“Handout on the World Trade Center”)  Note that AE911truth.org has a new book coming out 
in August that proves the government is lieing.  Also documented on DrJudyWood.com

2)  The laser technology used to destroy the buildings, which I documented in “Infrared Laser 
Used on the World Trade Center”

3)  The source of the funds used for these murders – Rockefeller and Rothschild money.  
Documented in my ebook, “Rockefeller and Rothschild Dirty Money on the London Stock 
Exchange”

This short ebook has provided documentation that shows the CIA is attempting to install 
malware/spyware on computers using my ebooks as “bait.”  It further shows that these 
government criminals are hacking Linkedin.com to alter the search results for their criminal 
purposes.

Keep in mind that the government criminals will now try to cover up their exposure that has 
been documented here.  

This document is a living document.  The author reserves the right to make corrections and 
changes.
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APPENDIX

I am a government whistleblower – see my ebooks about the criminal acts of the CIA and FBI.
I have identified the location of massive funds (trillions of dollars) owned by the Rockefellers 
on the London Stock Exchange.  Readers are advised that the NSA may be blocking or 
restricting access to some of my ebooks, especially outside the United States. Readers are 
further advised that digital tracking tags may have been placed in my ebooks.  It may be best 
to download from Apple iBooks, if possible.  Note how slowly the jpg's load into the ebook 
when viewing. Some ebooks have been altered and may contain transparent objects that 
allow the government to track the location.  The content of some ebooks may have been 
altered – still trying to monitor this.  If you have tried to contact me, it is possible that emails 
and phone calls are being blocked (Owenc787 at gmail) 713.three.zero.six.8287; 918 W 26 th 
Street, Houston, TX  77008.

Readers are advised to review the website drjudywood.com which provides compelling 
evidence about 9-11. Dr Judy Wood and Dr Morgan Reynolds, university professors, filed 
lawsuits against the US Government for fraud and conspiracy about 9-11. Dr Woods scientific
presentation is available at youtube. Readers are also advised to see the movie "Sirius" by Dr
Steven Greer, M.D. It is available for free on Netflix, where it is the #1 documentary, and to 
watch the youtube videos by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of 
Defense.  He has a book titled, “The Money Mafia.”

Also, find my brief educational videos on youtube (Some have been blocked from the search 
engines).

For more than 4 years, this author has been stalked, harassed, and threatened by US 
Government agents from the CIA, FBI, and NSA - because of the content of these ebooks. 
My home has been broken into, repeatedly. In May 2014, my girlfriend was drugged and 
kidnapped from LaGuardia airport. This is not a joke. My computer, phone, and alarm system 
have been hacked, including those of my friends and family. It is truly sad and pathetic, these 
agencies have become criminal organizations. If something happens to me (disappearance, 
false criminal charges, sudden accident, etc. - my readers can be certain that the FBI and CIA



were involved. In my opinion, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is behind these criminal
acts. David Rockefeller was the CEO and Chairman for many years.

Figure 18.  ISBN number for this ebook

Appendix Part 2.

Some of the victims of the CIA and FBI:

Gary Webb (staged "suicide") [See the movie "Kill the Messenger"]
Michael Hastings - murdered by electronic hacking of car
Phil Schneider (murdered, along with 11 of his coworkers (8 staged "suicides")
Stan Meyers – scientist, murdered.
Dr Eugene Mallove – scientist, murdered.
T. Henry Moray – scientist, murdered.
James Forestall - staged "suicide"
Colonel James E. Sabow - whistleblower (staged "suicide")
Kiki Camarena (murdered)
Marine Colonel Jerry Agenbroad (staged "suicide")
Marine GySgt Tom Wade (murdered)
Kevin Garneau (staged "suicide")
Airline Captain Philip Marshall (staged murder-"suicide")
Senator Paul Wellstone - murdered by sabotage of airplane
Dentist Dr. David Graham, murdered by poison (eyewitness to three of the 9-11 hijackers)
Barry Jennings ~ WTC 7 Whistleblower - murdered



Officer Terrance Yeakey ~ Oklahoma City Bombing witness - murdered by ATF agents
Edwin Wilson (framed for murder)
Captain Mark Richards  (framed for murder)
and many others

" The CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major media"
- Former CIA Director William Colby (also murdered for making this statement)
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